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Abstract: This paper addresses the need to consider the valoric constitution of patients and therapists in the context of psychiatric encounters and proposes the notion of axiogram, a depiction of values and moral beliefs to incorporate into the clinical history as a proxy to a nosological dimension complementing the traditional multiaxial approach.
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As other value-based professions, psychiatry can be considered in a threefold perspective

a) As a social practice, characterized by spontaneous requesting and giving help and/or support to people in distress and affliction.

b) As a scientific discipline, grounded on the empirical biological and social sciences, responding to the scientific ethos of universalism, search for truth, and promotion of human welfare.

c) As a profession, an institutionalized response to societal needs and demands, characterized by commitment to the welfare of people, confidentiality and dignity.

In these three contexts, psychiatry involves human interaction and confronts the diversity and heterogeneity of the human condition. Freedom and autonomy are fundamental rights of persons and underscore the keystone of ethical reflection: the free election of ends and means for achieving personal plenitude.

Axiology, the philosophical discourse concerned with values and human behaviour as reflected in habit and custom, is an essential component of any psychiatric activity, be it diagnostic, prognostic or therapeutic. As unreflected social practice, scientific discipline, or profession, psychiatry needs considering the diversity of the human condition, the multiple ways in which personhood is manifested and preserved, and the cultural norm determining styles of interaction, of communicating illness, and of achieving wellbeing.

In diagnostic systems (and in the formulation of prognosis and therapy) the structure of values, beliefs and behavioural norms is not always explicitly considered and is frequently left to the common sense of practitioners without benefiting from progress made in bioethics, theory of values, and the metrics of moral algorithms developed in the humanities and the social sciences. The very complex nature of the notion of disorder or harmful dysfunction points to the importance of conceptual and practical interfaces in the diagnostic process which in turn influences prognosis and treatment.

Previous work has attempted to tackle the issues regarding moral evaluation in psychiatry without compromising the necessary pluralism that modern democratic societies require. Two main aspects may be emphasized here.

The first is the idea of including in the clinical evaluation the “axiogram” of both patients and clinicians. Axiogram is a term indicating depiction of the valoric constitution of a person, in much the same way as “ethogram” reflects behavioural patterns, hemogram shows blood composition, electroencephalogram depicts brain electrical activity and so on. Bringing moral and valoric structure to the same empirical level allows the incorporation of the valoric structure to the clinical history indicating that it constitutes essential part of it and merits consideration in evaluation and diagnosis. Prof. Hans-Martin Sass, of Bochum and Georgetown, devised the “Bochum Inventory”, designed to assess the valoric constitution of patients. It consists of a series of questions and their appraisal in terms of valoric structures and terms reflecting what people think and feel about moral life with emphasis on medical worries and demands for attention and care.

Another approach consisted in defining the psychiatric “case” not as individual history, but as a “metatext” based upon three different narratives: one from the “patient”, one from the “relevant others” and one from the therapist. These narratives –as texts– are combined into a single great narrative –a metanarrative– which can be analyzed by appropriate methods of content analysis oriented towards evaluating moral emotions. We have used the method proposed initially by Louis Gottschalk and further refined and adapted by us to other languages and to different clinical situations. The possibility of achieving an appropriate Axiography of the case is reinforced by considering, in one single analysis, the contributions from the subject, from his/her relevant others (relatives, friends, and acquaintances) and from the clinician reacting to the materials. We also envisioned adding the textual materials provided outside the clinical encounters and stemming from written productions of the subjects involved.

The aim is make these sources of information on the moral world of persons useful to psychiatry in a valid, reliable and generalizable form. The axiographic dimension so defined could complement traditional axes so far used and contribute towards a true psychiatry of the person(s) as they constitute and are constituted in the encounter.
and psychiatry, and not only the diagnostic process of getting a label. This is in keeping with a theory of medicine that considers that the true meaning of the medical encounter lies in the reconstruction of the person in need of help through many different languages (the technical, the everyday, and the moral). As this happens within a linguistic community, the essential aspect of psychiatry, and its valoric dimension lie on the assessment of words and meanings (5, 11). The need for an empirical Axiography is underscored by the vagueness of psychiatric entities and their association with cultural mores (12).

Recent publications stress the importance of psychiatry for the person and with the person (13). Further research on personal ethical constructs and its attendant axiology should be fostered in view of the dialogical nature of value-based professions such as psychiatry and medicine (14).
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